Attachment 14
Issues to Consider from John Linn
1. Change

Change - Code will be revised
No Change - Code will remain as drafted

L7.1.04 Title and purpose.
6. Lessen traffic in streets. Less traffic equals less business and no new business.
lt should say something like: Promote efficient traffic flow.
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2. No Change I 17.1.0LJ:.040 Applicability: Item A contradicts with item D.
3. No Change

7.. 0 -1 Exercise of Discretion: This is the place for a business friendly statement like:
The decision promotes economic growth and business friendly City.
1===;==;;;==:::::::::::=c=r
No
Change
4.
17.2.08-3 Adds "Safe Parking" as a use in residential zones with a MUP???
5. No Change 17.2.08-4 7R1 zone. It establishes 65 foot wide lots as the minimum standard when
most lots are now 50 feet wide.
6. No Chang

17.2.08-050 Sets a standard that for a R-1 house. If it has parapet walls they must be on
at least two sides. The most common use of a parapet wall is a lot line building which
can only be built against one property line because of setbacks.

7. Noted

17.2.12.3 Commercial Zones. Review all the business types that require a MUP or CUP
and ask yourself if that is needed to protect the public health and safety.
A MUP costs about $2,500.00 and takes 2-10 weeks plus of architect fees or $2,000 to
$10,000
A CUP costs about $6,000.00 and takes 10 to 60 weeks plus architect fees of $10,000 to
$50,000.

8. No Change 17.2.12-3 Why is a parking lot not a permitted use in Old Town Commercial? Many
already exist there.
Why is Safe Parking allowed with a MUP so the businesses have no notice or right to
comment?
9. No Changej 17.2.

- Stillman's cleaners would no longer be allowed in Old Town Commercial

10. No Chang 17.2. 2.9 Trash enclosures will not be permitted without landscaping.
INDUSTRIAL AND BUSINESS PARK ZONES
11. No Changej 1702.16.0 Is unclear about what exterior uses are accessory and thus limited.
12. No Change117.2.16.Q30A Adds Safe Parking as an approved use with a MUP.

__ Limits the food service are to 749 square feet regardless of the building size.
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14. No Chang

_,.

Reduces the current 15% space for accessory uses to 10% after the Planning
Commission approved 20%.

15. No Change 17.Z.16.030A The table adds a new restriction for these two zones not in the prior
ordinance. It reduces the space that can be built on with an Industrial lot to 50% using a

